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sufficient to contain the information. God has no told us everything about Himself by

any means. He has told us all that is necessary for us to know in the spiritual realm.

When it comes to science God has certainly not intended to tell us all about biology

or geology or chemistry or even all about history. He tells what is necessary for us to

know in these fields in order to understand the spiritual truths that He gives us.

My understand ng is that vabal inspiration that wherever He touches upon these

fields what He says is accurate and true.. It does not mean that He gives us a full account

of an6ne of these fields. There is much in them that we may discover that is not at all

contained in the writings of the Bible. However, what we may discover is not denied in

the writings of the Bible. If anytthig in these fields actually contradtts the Biblical

statements, then our discovery has been a mistaken one. God is the creator of the world,

and God is the author of the Bible and the two otaiot cannot contradict each other. But we

may discover a great deal in nature that the Bible says nothing about. It is therefore th very

important that we be -- careful not to read into the Bible what is not stated there.

Now we ask ourselves what is it that Moses intends to say in this field. How are

we going to find out? =1d I do not at all like the statement, the last part of this statement:

"this is an idea born of science that came long after Moses, and he, in his simplicity, penned

the words of God wt h the evident intention of conveying the accepted idea of a day as we

know it." I don't like t1 statement a day as we know it. It certainly should say a day as

he knew it. How are we to know what kind of a day Moses knew? I find repeatedly in this

papaw the statement that a day means teievolutIon of a day the earth upon its axis. I

find repeatedly the statement that no matter whether is light or whether there is no

light at all, a day--the earth always takes the same length of time to revolve upon its axis

and this is what is meant by a day. 4=ft=

However, I searched the Bible through and find no dvidence anywhere in it that

Moses knew anything whatever about the length of time it takes the earth to revolve on
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